
Anti🟊Capitalist Resistance
is an ecosocialist organisation.
We are revolutionary socialists fighting for
a fundamental change in our relationship
with the natural world from the current
one of exploitation and alienation which
is at the root of the current environmental
cataclysm. Capitalism is based on an
endless search for profit and growth,
regardless of the waste, pollution and
destruction of habitat and community
this causes.

We are active in our communities
and trade unions against
predatory fossil capitalism – from
the plans for a new coal mine in
Cumbria to the expansion of

incineration throughout England; from
HS2 destroying biodiversity and

communities to the
distraction and delay of
unproven techno-fixes.

We campaign for positive policies, such as a
Socialist Green New Deal that includes a major
programme of retrofitting homes, the ending of
all new extraction of fossil fuels, free accessible
public transport, and much more. For these
measures to be effective, workers and
communities must be fully involved in planning
their implementation locally, nationally, and on
a world-wide scale.

We support direct action targeted against
major polluters and to force governments to
act in response to the climate emergency. At
the same time, we support the sort ofmass
action that the COP26 coalition has been
working for on 6 November, as well as trade
union mobilisations.

We organise with others in common
campaigns around these and other demands.
We hold discussions, in our own name or
together with others, to develop and promote
ecosocialist ideas.
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Change is urgent.
Weneed amassmovement to

win victories for democracy
and social,climate,and

economic justice.Wemust
organise for action now,but

also for system change.

JOINUS!
anticapitalistresistance.org
@AC_Resist@anticapitalistresistance
anticapitalistresistanceFB
#Ecosocialism #COP26

The world is facing
an unprecedented interrelated crisis
with the coronavirus pandemic, the
accelerating climate disaster,
creeping fascism, and an economic
crash.

We are here to demand:

• Action from governments based on
redistribution of resources

• No to false solutions and unproven
techno-fixes

• Reparations to the Global South where
the majority of people who suffer the
most from the impacts of climate
disaster are those least responsible for
the problems

• Start the Just Transition now

• That the labour movement make
environmental justice core to its organising

The world
capitalist system is in deep
crisis and faces growing resistance from below.

Extreme inequality is out of control. There are
more billionaires than ever before. Meanwhile,
the world’s poorest get even poorer as
governments bail out private corporations and
cut or sell off essential services. This is no
accident or just the result of greed. It is built
into the logic of capitalism, a system built on
profit and exploitation of people and planet.


